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Your Honor,=20
On 10 Aug. 1999, Gov. Kirk Fordice nominated me for the Presidential =
Medal of Freedom. This nomination came after my years of efforts to do =
rescue and save lives as a Samaritan not only in Mississippi but all =
over America, in military uniform and out. I have saved over 200 lives. =
May I ask for your nomination as well? I seem to have been forgotten by =
all who would recognize me and I feel somewhat left out and a little =
forgotten. Thank you for your time and efforts. With kindest regard, =
Col. Jim Thornton 211 S. George St. Petal, Ms. 39465−2064 (601)582−5691
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Content−Type: text/html;
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<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "−//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">
<HTML><HEAD>
<META http−equiv=3DContent−Type content=3D"text/html; =
charset=3Diso−8859−1">
<META content=3D"MSHTML 5.50.4134.600" name=3DGENERATOR>
<STYLE></STYLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgColor=3D#a8c8f0>
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial>Your Honor, </FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial>On 10 Aug. 1999, Gov. Kirk Fordice nominated me =
for the=20
Presidential Medal of Freedom. This nomination came after my years of =
efforts to=20
do rescue and save lives as a Samaritan not only in Mississippi but all =
over=20
America, in military uniform and out. I have saved over 200 lives. May I =
ask for=20
your nomination as well? I seem to have been forgotten by all who would=20
recognize me and I feel somewhat left out and a little forgotten. Thank =
you for=20
your time and efforts. With kindest regard, Col. Jim Thornton 211 S. =
George St.=20
Petal, Ms. 39465−2064 (601)582−5691</FONT></DIV></BODY></HTML>
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